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Under natural conditions, plants suffer different stresses simultaneously or in a sequential
way. At present, the combined effect of biotic and abiotic stressors is one of the
most important threats to crop production. Understanding how plants deal with the
panoply of potential stresses affecting them is crucial to develop biotechnological tools
to protect plants. As well as for drought stress, the economic importance of the spider
mite on agriculture is expected to increase due to climate change. Barley is a host of
the polyphagous spider mite Tetranychus urticae and drought produces important yield
losses. To obtain insights on the combined effect of drought and mite stresses on the
defensive response of this cereal, we have analyzed the transcriptomic responses of
barley plants subjected to dehydration (water-deficit) treatment, spider mite attack, or to
the combined dehydration-spider mite stress. The expression patterns of mite-induced
responsive genes included many jasmonic acid responsive genes and were quickly
induced. In contrast, genes related to dehydration tolerance were later up-regulated.
Besides, a higher up-regulation of mite-induced defenses was showed by the combined
dehydration and mite treatment than by the individual mite stress. On the other hand,
the performance of the mite in dehydration stressed and well-watered plants was
tested. Despite the stronger defensive response in plants that suffer dehydration and
mite stresses, the spider mite demonstrates a better performance under dehydration
condition than in well-watered plants. These results highlight the complexity of the
regulatory events leading to the response to a combination of stresses and emphasize
the difficulties to predict their consequences on crop production.

Keywords: plant-biotic-abiotic interaction, Hordeum vulgare, Tetranychus urticae, dehydration stress, differential
gene expression

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important threats to crop production is the attack of combined biotic and abiotic
stressors. Under natural conditions, plants may suffer different stresses simultaneously or in a
sequential way. Current knowledge on plant responses to different biotic and abiotic combined
stresses has been recently reviewed (Zhang and Sonnewald, 2017). Previous studies have been
focused in the impact of simultaneous or sequential exposure to pathogens/pests and abiotic
stresses (reviewed in Atkinson and Urwin, 2012; Ramegowda and Senthil-Kumar, 2015). In many
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cases, exposure of plants to pathogens/pests enhances abiotic
stress responses, while abiotic stress weakens disease resistance.
Thus, the activation of the responsive mechanisms of the plant
is determined not only by the current stress/es, but also by the
stress/es suffered previously, and plant response to combined
stresses cannot be predicted from the responses to individual
stresses (Zhang and Sonnewald, 2017). The understanding of
how plants deal with the whole potential stresses affecting them
will provide new breakthroughs that could be used in the
development of biotechnological tools to protect plants.

At present, drought is one of the most important
environmental stresses in agriculture (Fahad et al., 2017).
Growing water demand, diminishing water supply and the
increasing rainfall variability associated to climate change are
expected to increase water deficit impact on crop yield (Lobell
et al., 2011). Currently, drought causes yield reductions through
negative impacts on plant growth and physiology in several crop
species (Barnabás et al., 2008; Daryanto et al., 2016). The plant
response to drought includes stomata closure, photosynthesis
inhibition, accumulation of osmotically active compounds and
protective proteins, changes in the sink/source allocation of
several compounds, and triggering of phytohormones-related
signaling pathways, mainly abscisic acid (Golldack et al., 2011;
Nakashima et al., 2014). These protective mechanisms usually
lead to a reduction on crop yield (Farooq et al., 2009; Praba et al.,
2009). Besides, Tetranychus urticae is a cosmopolitan agricultural
acari pest feeding on over 1,100 different plants, many of
them of agricultural importance (Migeon and Dorkeld, 2006–
2017). Due to high fecundity, inbreeding, and short generation
time, Tetranychidae populations quickly develop resistance to
acaricides (Van Leeuwen and Dermauw, 2016). Furthermore,
increased temperatures and drought stress associated to climate
change favor spider mite development. The spider mite life
cycle is shortened; more generations are produced per year;
and the pest appears earlier and with a broad range of hosts
(DeLucia et al., 2012; Ximénez-Embún et al., 2017a). T. urticae
pierces parenchymatic plant cells using stylets to suck their
nutrients, and cause severe chlorosis leading to a reduction
in crop yield (Bensoussan et al., 2016). Due to the T. urticae
impact in agriculture, research on plant responses to spider mite
infestation has been performed on crops as well as in model
plants (Maserti et al., 2011; Agut et al., 2015; Díaz-Riquelme et al.,
2016). Although jasmonic acid is the main hormone involved
in the establishment of spider mite-induced defense responses,
salicylic acid signaling pathway is also trigger by mite feeding
(Ament et al., 2004; Zhurov et al., 2014; Martel et al., 2015;
Santamaría et al., 2017).

The effect of drought on the performance of herbivores is
uncertain and variable. Meta-analyses have pointed out that
water stress tended to decrease the fecundity of chewing and
sucking insects, with the strongest negative effects on sap-phloem
insects (Koricheva et al., 1998; Huberty and Denno, 2004). In
contrast, aphid performance was found to be highest in Brassica
plants subjected to moderate dehydration stress (Tariq et al.,
2013), and the leaf-chewing herbivore Pieris brassicae performed
better on dehydration-stressed than on well-watered Alliaria
petiolata plants (Gutbrodt et al., 2011). Regarding herbivore

acari, the spider mites T. urticae and T. evansi appeared to
benefit from drought stress in tomato plants because of the
improved nutritional value of the leaves (Ximénez-Embún et al.,
2016, 2017a). Likewise, the tomato russet mite Aculops lycopersici
grows faster and causes more damage on drought-stressed
tomato plants (Ximénez-Embún et al., 2017b). These data further
illustrate the complexity of biotic-abiotic crosstalk under variable
environmental conditions and demonstrate potential difficulties
in predicting herbivore pest status under changing environments
(Foyer et al., 2016).

Based on its wide environmental range, barley (Hordeum
vulgare) has been proposed as an excellent model for
understanding adaptation to climate change (Dawson et al.,
2015). Drought is an impact factor for yield losses of this cereal
(Wehner et al., 2016). The existence of barley genotypes tolerant
and sensitive to drought has been largely used to analyze global
gene expression changes after drought stress (Guo et al., 2009;
Svoboda et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2016; Cantalapiedra et al.,
2017). Disparities in the results are likely due to differences in
experimental set up and plant material (Cantalapiedra et al.,
2017). In contrast, transcriptomic analyses on differential gene
expression after herbivore attack are scarce. Only transcriptional
responses have been characterized upon interaction with aphid
species (Delp et al., 2009; Escudero-Martinez et al., 2017) and, as
far as we know, no transcriptomic analysis has been performed
in barley combining biotic and abiotic stresses.

Barley is a host of the spider mite T. urticae (Diaz-
Mendoza et al., 2017). As well as for drought stress, the
economic importance of the spider mite on agriculture is
expected to increase due to climate change. To obtain insights
on the combined effect of drought and mite stresses on the
defensive response of the plant, in this work we have analyzed
the transcriptomic responses of barley plants subjected to
dehydration treatment, spider mite attack, or to the combined
dehydration-spider mite stress. Besides, the performance of
the mite in water stressed and well-watered plants has been
analyzed. This knowledge could assist to the development of
biotechnological tools for integrated abiotic/biotic management
with a practical applicability in the context of climate change.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material and Growth Conditions
Grains of the drought-susceptible cultivar “Golden Promise” of
barley (H. vulgare L.) were germinated in a mixture of soil and
vermiculite (3:1) and grown at 23◦C under a 16 h light/8 h
darkness photoperiod for 7 days in Sanyo MLR-350-H chambers.
At this point, plants were subjected to spider mite infestation (M),
dehydration stress (D) or the combination of both stresses (DM).
Controls (C) were always grown in parallel.

Spider Mite Material and Growth
Conditions
A colony of the two-spotted spider mite T. urticae London
strain (Acari: Tetranychidae), provided by Dr. Miodrag Grbic
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(UWO, Canada), was maintained on beans in a Sanyo MLR-
350-H growth chamber at 25◦C under a 16 h light/8 h darkness
photoperiod. This colony was transferred to barley where it
was maintained under the same conditions for more than 30
generations to ensure mite adaptation to the host.

Mite Infestations and Dehydration
Treatments
For spider mite infestation, each plant was infested with 20 adult
female mites adapted to barley. The infestation was performed
by placing a barley leaf with the mites on the experimental plant
leaves. A falcon tube with holes was used to help maintaining
the leaves together. Barley plants were confined in pots with
plastic cylinders covered on top by nylon nets to avoid dispersion
of mites. The same isolation system was applied to control
and dehydration stressed plants. For dehydration treatments,
pots were placed over Petri plastic plates to individualize
watering. Plants were subjected to dehydration stress imposed
by continuous water deprivation. Controls were watered to
maintain soil moisture at 70% (considered as optimal watering).
In addition, both stresses were combined at the same time in
order to study the effect of mixing biotic and abiotic stresses.

Barley phenotypes were monitored at different time points in
control plants and in plants subjected to mites, dehydration or the
combination of both stresses. Leaves were harvested after 4, 7, 10,
and 13 days. Samples were imaged and scanned, or frozen into
liquid nitrogen and stored at −80◦C for further analysis. Three
independent experiments were performed.

Physiological and Biochemical
Parameters
The effect of spider mite infestation, dehydration and the
combination of both stresses was studied 7 days post treatment
by determining several physiological parameters, always done at
the same time of the day to avoid circadian effects. Aerial plant
biomass and soil mass were determined by weighting (Precisa
XB 2200 C) at the end of each treatment (fresh weight), and
after drying in a stove at 70◦C (dry weight). Aerial plant water
content (PWC) and soil water content (SWC) were obtained
from these measurements (fresh weight minus dry weight). As
growth indicators the number of leaves and the length (cm) of the
longest leaf were also quantified. In addition, the quantum yield
(QY) of the photosystem II and the continuous fluorescence yield
(FT) were estimated as indicators of the photosynthesis efficiency
using a FluorPen FP 100 (PSI, Drasov, Czechia). Both parameters
were measured on the oldest and the youngest leaves. Nine plants
from three independent experiments were used per treatment.

RNA Isolation, cDNA Library
Construction and Illumina Sequencing
Total RNA was extracted from frozen barley leaves by the
phenol/chloroform method, followed by precipitation with 8 M
LiCl (Oñate-Sánchez and Vicente-Carbajosa, 2008) and digested
with DNase (Promega). Using poly-T oligo-attached magnetic
beads, mRNAs were purified from the total RNA. Then, the
mRNAs were fragmented and cDNA was synthesized using

random hexamer-primers, DNA polymerase I and RNase H.
The double-stranded cDNAs were purified with magnetic beads
and ligated to adaptors for Illumina sequencing. The quality
and quantity of the library was verified using an Agilent 2100
Bioanalyzer and an ABI StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR system,
respectively. The cDNA libraries were sequenced using the
Illumina HiSeq2000 platform by the Beijing Genomics Institute
(BGI). More than 10M single-end reads were obtained for each
sample (three biological replicates). Raw reads in fastq format
were firstly filtered and reads with adaptor sequences and low
quality reads were removed. RNA-seq data are available on
ArrayExpress database at EMBL-EBI1 under accession number
E-MTAB-6565.

Sequence Data Analysis and Annotation
The gene and genome sequences of H. vulgare retrieved from
the PGSB/MIPS PlantsDB website2 (Nussbaumer et al., 2013)
were used as the reference databases (Mayer et al., 2012). Clean
reads were pseudoaligned to the reference High Confidence genes
using Kallisto (Bray et al., 2016). The transcript abundance was
quantified as TPM (transcripts per million) and 100 bootstrap
samples were performed. Differential expressed genes (DEGs)
between groups were obtained using the RNA-seq 2G portal3.
From the 25 methods available in this portal, five methods were
selected, which do not use log-transformed data as input and
has its own normalization procedure (Zhang et al., unpublished).
They differ in the distribution assumed for the data (Poisson-
like for PoissonSeq, negative binomial for edgeR, DESeq2 and
EBSeq, and non-parametric for NOISeq) and the statistical test
used by the method (Poisson goodness-of-fit for PoissonSeq,
exact/likelihood ratio for edgeR, generalized linear model for
DESeq2, empirical Bayesian for EBSeq and NOISeq). DEGs
were obtained from a meta-analysis of the results from the
previously five single selected methods. The Simes method was
used, and genes with a combined P-value lower than 0.05 and
a logFC (from edgeR method) higher than 1 or lower than
−1 were considered as DEGs. Euler diagram was created in
the VennDiagrams.net website4. Clustering and heatmap were
performed by the ClustVis web tool5. Gene enrichment analyses
were performed with the Fischer’s exact test using topGO package
in R6 and the GO file retrieved from the PGSB/MIPS PlantsDB
website.

Comparative Analysis of DEGs
For Arabidopsis and tomato species, DEGs after mite attack
were taken from Supplementary Material of corresponding
publications (Zhurov et al., 2014; Martel et al., 2015).
EnsemblPlants BioMart tool was used to obtain InterPro
IDs and descriptions from the barley, Arabidopsis and tomato

1https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/
2http://pgsb.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plant/barley/index.jsp
3http://52.90.192.24:3838/rnaseq2g/
4http://www.venndiagrams.net/
5http://biit.cs.ut.ee/clustvis/
6http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/topGO.html
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DEGs. Venn diagrams were created using the Venny 2.1 tool7.
InterPro IDs network was constructed using Cytoscape v3.5.18.

Real-Time Reverse Transcription
Quantitative PCR Analyses (RT-qPCR)
For real-time RT-qPCR studies, total RNA was isolated from
barley leaves as described above. cDNAs were synthesized from
2 µg of RNA using the RevertAid H Minus First Strand cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. RT-qPCR analyses were performed for triplicated
samples by means of a Light Cycler 480 real-time system
(Roche) using the SYBR Green detection system (Roche).
mRNA quantification was expressed as relative expression levels
(2−1Ct) (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001) and standardized to barley
cyclophilin (HvCycl gene) mRNA levels (Diaz-Mendoza et al.,
2014). Expression levels of the T. urticae Ribosomal Protein 49
(TuRP49) mRNA (Santamaria et al., 2015) were quantified as
relative expression levels (2−1Ct) by subtracting the 1Ct value
of the barley cyclophilin from the 1Ct value of the mite probe to
normalize for the amount of barley tissue present in each sample.
To normalize for the amount of barley and mite tissue present
in each sample, expression levels of the T. urticae Vitellogenin
(TuVTG) and Autophagy related protein (TuATG13) were
quantified as fold change levels (2−11Ct) normalized to both,
the barley cyclophilin and the T. urticae Ribosomal Protein 49.
The primers used are shown in Supplementary Table 1. Efficiency
of the primers was determined based on the slope of a standard
curve and was between 97.5 and 102.5% for all primer pairs
tested. Three plants from the three independent experiments
were used per treatment.

Statistical Analysis
Data related to physiological and biochemical characterization
experiments were compared between control and stressed plants
and analyzed by One-Way ANOVA followed by a many-to-one
Dunnett’s post hoc test. In figures, one or three asterisks indicated
significant differences (Dunnett’s test, P < 0.05 and P < 0.001,
respectively). Expression analyses of mite performance were
performed by One-Way ANOVA, followed by Student Newman–
Keuls (SNK) post hoc test. In figures, different letters indicated
significant differences (SNK test, P < 0.05).

RESULTS

Combined Water Deprivation and Spider
Mite Infestation Strengthen Alterations in
the Plant Physiological Status
To establish a time point to further analyze the effects of
dehydration and mites, 7-day-old barley plants were subjected
to water deprivation, mite infestation or combined stresses for
4, 7, 10, and 13 days (Supplementary Figure 1). Phenotypic
observations showed progressive deleterious effects caused by

7http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/
8http://www.cytoscape.org/

both treatments. Mite feeding produced chlorotic spots and
induced yellowish of the apical part of the leaves. Dehydration
induced a delay in plant growth and a progressive whiter of the
plant, which was reinforced when combined with mites stress.
As at 10 days of dehydration and mites combined stresses plants
were too damaged to guarantee a complete molecular analysis,
7 days was selected as the time point to analyze the effects caused
by mites and dehydration.

After 7 days of treatment, plant phenotypes were analyzed
and physiological and biochemical parameters studied. Plant
images corroborated the deleterious effects of both stresses and
detailed images highlight the chlorotic spots caused by spider
mite infestation (Figure 1A). As expected, SWC was significantly
lower in dehydration stressed samples (Figure 1B). Dehydration
effects were potentiated by mite stress. Combined stresses lead
to a higher reduction in PWC, leaf length and leaf number than
that observed with only water deprivation (Figures 1B,C). When
mites were included in the treatment, a significant reduction in
the QY and in the continuous FT was observed in the oldest leaf
(Figures 1D,E).

Single or Multiple Stresses Differentially
Affect the Expression of Barley Genes
To obtain more information on the changes in gene expression
associated to the response of the barley plant to the different
stresses, a RNA-seq analysis was performed in plants subjected to
spider mite infestation (M), dehydration (D), mite infestation and
dehydration (DM), or maintained under control conditions (C)
during 7 days. In order to reduce the impact of intrinsic disparity
between analytical methods and gene length bias, differential
expressed genes (DEGs) were obtained in the RNA-seq 2G
platform using a meta-analysis of the results from five selected
methods (Supplementary Data Sheet 1).

When compared with control plants, the highest number of
DEGs was found in the plants subjected to simultaneous mite
and dehydration treatments (284 genes), and the lowest in the
dehydration stressed plants (29 genes). Figure 2 summarizes the
overlaps in the DEGs in response to the different treatments.
From the 284 DEGs between C and DM conditions, 186 were
not differentially expressed in response to mites or dehydration.
On the contrary, 92 of the 109 DEGs in response to mites and
16 of the 29 DEGs in response to dehydration were shared
by DM treatment (a complete list of DEGs for subgroups
is compiled in Supplementary Data Sheet 2). Whereas most
DEGs were up-regulated after mite (90.8%) or mite/dehydration
(86.3%) treatments, a similar number of genes were up-
or down-regulated after dehydration stress (55.2 and 44.8%)
(Supplementary Figure 2). All shared DEGs were regulated in
the same direction with the exception of a glucan endo-1,3-
beta glucosidase and an undescribed protein that were down-
regulated in the dehydration treatment and up-regulated in the
M and DM treatments, respectively. Many up-regulated genes
in both, the mites and dehydration and mites treated plants,
were involved in the jasmonic acid pathway. Several genes are
related to jasmonate biosynthesis (allene oxide synthase, allene
oxide cyclase, lipoxygenases), and a higher number was related to
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FIGURE 1 | Phenotypical, physiological and biochemical parameters of barley plants 7 days post treatment. (A) Phenotype of barley plants 7 days post spider mite
infestation (M), dehydration (D), spider mite infestation + dehydration (DM) or control conditions (C) after taking out plastic cylinders to avoid mite dispersion. Plant
details are showed in i, ii, iii, and iv. (B) Plant/Soil water content (g). (C) Number of leaves and leaf length (cm). (D) Quantum yield of the photosystem II (QY).
(E) Continuous fluorescence yield (FT). Data represent the mean ± SE of n = 3 replicates. Asterisks indicate significant differences among control plants and each
treatment determined by a One-way ANOVA test (P < 0.05, Dunnett’s post hoc test).

jasmonate response (protease inhibitors, thionins, not specified
jasmonate-induced proteins). Ten genes were differentially
expressed after the three (M, D, and DM) treatments. All of
these shared DEGs were up-regulated and included genes of the
defense-related thionin family.

When we focused in the relationships of DEGs with specific
biological processes using enrichment Gene Ontology (GO)
analysis, several findings were observed (Supplementary Table 2).
In all comparisons, with the exception of M/DM, an enrichment
of the biological categories related to defense response, response
to (biotic) stress or response to (biotic) stimulus were reported.

When DEGs between M/DM treatments were compared, an
enrichment of GO terms related with the response to abiotic
(dehydration) stimuli was found. In addition, an enrichment
of DEGs related to oxidation-reduction processes was present
in the C/DM comparison. The two/three GO enriched terms
with the lowest p-values for the control/treatment comparisons
and for the overlapping subgroups are included in Figure 2
(a complete list of enriched GO terms for subgroups is compiled
in Supplementary Data Sheet 2).

To further analyze the expression of the DEGs, a heatmap
was performed. This heatmap shows the relative expression
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FIGURE 2 | Euler diagram showing the number of specific and shared DEGs detected after the different treatments. The main enriched GO categories for each
group/subgroup are indicated.

values for the 350 DEGs obtained from at least one treatment
comparison (Figure 3A). Globally, the heatmap highlights the
greater changes in gene expression following mite infestation,
which are reinforced by dehydration. Control and dehydration
samples were grouped together, as well as mites and dehydration
and mites samples. Clustering showed the presence of groups of
genes similarly regulated (Figure 3B and Supplementary Data
Sheet 3). A high number of genes are grouped in cluster 3.
These genes are hugely induced by the DM combined stress.
Whereas most of them are also induced by mite single stress (3.1
cluster), a small subset showed lower expression in mites and
control than in dehydration treatment (3.2 cluster). Many GO
terms related to defense and stress responses are enriched in this
group. Cluster 1 includes genes induced by mites and repressed
by dehydration, with enrichment in genes related to the response
to oxidative stress. Cluster 2 is formed by genes more induced
after mite stress than after DM stress and includes several genes
related to carbohydrate metabolic processes. The rest of clusters
did not present any enrichment GO term but present interesting
features. For example, cluster 6 comprises genes repressed by any
stress, and clusters 4 and 9 are formed by genes induced after
dehydration and mites and dehydration treatments or only by
water-deficit stress, respectively.

Protein Domains From Differentially
Expressed Genes in Response to Mites
Are Quite Conserved in Barley,
Arabidopsis and Tomato
The response of barley to mite stress was compared with the
response to mites previously reported for Arabidopsis and tomato
(Zhurov et al., 2014; Martel et al., 2015). The functional domains

present in the proteins encoded by DEGs were retrieved from
the Interpro annotations in the EnsemblPlants database. The
higher number of DEGs reported in Arabidopsis and tomato
in response to T. urticae correlated with a higher number of
Interpro annotated domains. Whereas 1606 and 1787 different
Interpro identifiers were obtained from Arabidopsis and tomato,
respectively, 113 were identified in barley. When Interpro
domain identifiers were compared (Figure 4A), Arabidopsis
and tomato only shared with barley the 60.4% and a 54.3%
of identifiers, respectively. On the contrary, a 75.2% of the
barley identifiers were shared by the three species, and an 89.4%
was shared by barley and Arabidopsis or tomato. A schematic
network highlighting the Interpro identifiers not shared by the
three species is shown in Supplementary Figure 3. Supplementary
Data sheet 4 includes the Interpro identifiers for each comparison
involving barley data.

To obtain more information on the meaning of the 12 Interpro
identifiers specific for barley, the functional domains present in
the proteins encoded by DEGs after the DM combined treatment
were added to the comparison (Figure 4B). Eleven of the 12
identifiers were also detected in proteins encoded by DEGs from
the combined stresses, suggesting they are domains involved
in the response of barley to mites. Further analysis of this
comparison indicated that 226 of 254 Interpro identifiers from
the DEGs after combined stresses were also identified after mite
treatment of barley, Arabidopsis or tomato. The rest 28 identifiers
were only recorded after combined treatment and could be
involved in the response to dehydration stress.

To check this hypothesis, Interpro identifiers found in
the proteins encoded by DEGs after dehydration treatment
were compared to those coming from barley dehydration and
mites treatment, and Arabidopsis and tomato mite infestation
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FIGURE 3 | Hierarchical clustering of differentially expressed genes among the different treatments. (A) Heatmap showing normalized color intensity from the
expression values of the 350 DEGs. (B) Main clusters identified from hierarchical gene tree cluster analysis showing heatmap expression processed values for every
gene after the different treatments. C, control; D, dehydration; M, mites; DM, dehydration and mites.

(Figure 4C). Twenty of the 26 barley identifiers were also detected
after mite treatment of Arabidopsis or tomato. Three of the
other six identifiers were common to barley D, M, and DM
categories (domains corresponding to ribosomal proteins). Only
three identifiers were specific from D and DM categories, which
are present in adenylate kinase proteins, and could be assigned
specifically to the dehydration stress response.

Combined Biotic-Abiotic Stresses
Influences the Time Course Response of
Mites and Dehydration Induced Genes
DEGs analyses point to a quicker response to mite stress than
that observed after dehydration stress. This response is reinforced

in water deprivation conditions. To further characterize the time
course of these responses the expression levels of several DEGs
was quantified at different time points upon stress conditions
(Figure 5). Twelve genes were selected in function of their
expression patterns upon the stress treatments (Supplementary
Figure 4). Most genes were from cluster 3, with the highest
expression after the dehydration and mites treatment. Six of these
genes were selected from the large subset of genes with a higher
expression in mites than in dehydration or control categories
(3.1 cluster), and correspond with genes from families largely
known to be involved in plant defense (a protease inhibitor, a
lipoxygenase and two thionins), a gene encoding a protein with
a lectin (jacalin) domain and a dirigent domain, with homologs
previously related to plant defense (Weidenbach et al., 2016),
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FIGURE 4 | Venn diagrams showing the number of specific and shared Interpro identifiers. (A) Interpro identifiers from DEGs after mites treatment in Arabidopsis,
tomato and barley. (B) Interpro identifiers from DEGs after mites treatment in Arabidopsis, tomato and barley, including the overlap with the dehydration and mites
treatment in barley. (C) Interpro identifiers from DEGs after dehydration and dehydration and mites treatments in barley including the overlap with the mites treatment
in Arabidopsis and tomato.

and a protein with a laccase domain, which is involved in
lignification and resistance to pathogens and pests (Hu et al.,
2017). Four genes belong to the small subset of genes with lower
expression in mites and control than in dehydration categories
(3.2 cluster) and correspond with genes encoding enzymes
previously related to pathways involved in drought response in
plants, such are aldo/keto reductases, polyamine oxydases, sterol
C4-methyl oxidases, and gamma glutamyl phosphate reductases
(Liang et al., 2013; Hatmi et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2015; Sengupta
et al., 2015). One gene was selected from cluster 2. This gene
encodes a protein combining the known defensive carbohydrate-
bound protein lectin domain with a serine/threonine kinase
signaling domain and was previously related to plant defense
(Bouwmeester et al., 2011). The last one (encoding a lipid transfer
protein) belongs to cluster 4, formed by genes induced by
dehydration and dehydration and mites treatments. This family
of proteins has been associated to drought tolerance (Guo et al.,
2013).

Results pointed out interesting features (Figure 5). All genes
putatively induced by mites (clusters 2 and 3.1) were more
expressed after the combined dehydration and mite treatments
than after the single mite treatment. Besides, whereas their
expression always peaks after 10 or 13 days of MD treatment, the
expression of some genes peaks after 7 days of M treatment. The
dehydration-related genes (clusters 3.2 and 4) showed peaks of

expression at 10 or 13 days after both, D and DM treatments.
However, most genes were induced earlier after combined MD
treatment than after single dehydration treatment.

Mite Population Development Depends
on the Water Availability for the Plant
The expression of plant genes in response to mite infestation is
affected by dehydration or well-watered conditions. To check its
consequences on the mite population dynamics, the presence of
the mite at different time points of infestation was analyzed by
quantifying T. urticae Ribosomal Protein 49 (TuRP49) mRNA
levels (Figure 6A). Total mite population increased from 4
to 7 days after infestation, growth that was stronger in water
deprivation condition. Then, the mite population decreased
markedly from 7 to 10 days in both conditions. Finally, mites
increased again from 10 to 13 days, achieving a higher level in
dehydration than in well-watered conditions.

To further analyze this timely up and down behavior, an
approximation to the ratio of females/males was performed by
quantifying the expression of a gene encoding a vitellogenin,
which is mainly expressed in females (Cabrera et al., 2009)
(Figure 6B). When plants were placed in dehydration conditions,
the estimated amount of females was already high after 4 days
of infestation and presented a marked peak at 10 days. On
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FIGURE 5 | Messenger expression levels of selected differentially expressed barley genes after 4, 7, 10, and 13 days of stress treatment assayed by RT-qPCR. Total
RNA was extracted from leaves after dehydration treatment (green), mites treatment (red), dehydration and mites treatment (purple) and non-treated leaves (blue).
Data were expressed as relative mRNA levels normalized to barley cyclophilin mRNA content. Genes from the same cluster identified in the hierarchical analysis have
the same background color.

the contrary, when water was present, the estimated amount
of females was scarce at 4 and 10 days, and peaks at
7 days of treatment. Likewise, the prevalence of egg stage
was assessed by quantifying the expression of a gene encoding
an autophagy related protein predominantly expressed in eggs
(ORCAE T. urticae website9) (Figure 6C). Whereas in water
deprivation the estimated amount of eggs showed two peaks,
at 7 and 13 days of treatment, the amount of eggs was scarce

9http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae/overview/Tetur

in full water treatment and was only detected after 13 days of
infestation.

DISCUSSION

Understanding how herbivores behave in field conditions is
crucial to establish accurate integrated pest management actions.
Since field conditions are complex and variable, analysis of
small pieces of this natural scenario may help to understand
the whole system. As drought and spider mites are two
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FIGURE 6 | Effect of barley dehydration on T. urticae performance.
(A) Quantification of T. urticae Ribosomal Protein 49 (TuRP49) mRNA
expression. (B) TuVTG (Vitellogenin) mRNA expression normalized to the
spider mite population (TuRP49). (C) TuATG13 (Autophagy related protein)
mRNA expression normalized to the spider mite population (TuRP49).
Expression levels were quantified 4, 7, 10, and 13 days post infestation under
control or dehydration stress conditions. Different letters indicate significant
differences determined by a One-way ANOVA test (P < 0.05, Student
Newman–Keuls post hoc test).

abiotic/biotic stresses predicted to increase crop losses under
current climate change, the knowledge of plant responses to a
combination of both stresses could help future crop production
strategies.

The outcome of stress experiments depends on the
relative severity and duration of the stresses applied, and the
developmental stage of the plant (Zhang and Sonnewald, 2017).
In our experimental conditions, water deprivation produces
stronger phenotypical effects than mite stress at 10–13 days
of treatment, with a remarkable reduction in plant size and
an advanced withered state. However, at 7 days of treatment,

mild phenotypical impact was observed. While dehydration
provokes a delay in growth, with a lower number of leaves, mite
feeding produced a decrease in photosynthesis efficiency. Water
deficit consequences were exacerbated when combined stresses
were applied. Thus, transcriptomic responses were expected for
all stress combinations at this time point. Early responses are
common across many different treatments. Changes in Ca2

+

signatures, sugar signals, reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
phytohormone levels are triggered by most biotic and abiotic
stresses (Atkinson and Urwin, 2012; Sham et al., 2015; Nguyen
et al., 2016b). However, depending on the environmental stimuli,
specific subsets of genes respond. In order to guarantee survival
and reproductive success, this fine tuning permits to prioritize
resources toward growth or defense when plants are subjected to
different stresses (Denancé et al., 2013; Huot et al., 2014).

Intriguingly, mite attack induced stronger transcriptomic
changes than water deprivation. Whereas the expression of
109 genes was modified by mite treatment, only 29 responded
to mild dehydration. These data suggest that changes in the
expression of a reduced number of genes are enough to retard
plant growth, but a broader remodeling of gene expression
is needed to establish appropriate defensive programs against
mites. Since interactions between abiotic and biotic stress occur
at multiple levels in plants, it is difficult to predict overlaps
between signaling pathways induced by single and combined
stresses. In fact, molecular changes triggered by the application
of simultaneous or sequential stresses differ from those induced
by the individual stress (Atkinson et al., 2013; Prasch and
Sonnewald, 2013; Rasmussen et al., 2013; Suzuki et al., 2014;
Coolen et al., 2016; Davila Olivas et al., 2016). Furthermore,
the number of regulated features usually increased with the
complexity of the stresses applied. For example, the number
of regulated features in individual drought and virus stress in
Arabidopsis plants was 518 and 682, respectively, but rose to
1,744 when both stresses were applied in combination (Prasch
and Sonnewald, 2013).

In our experimental conditions, the number of DEGs reached
284 when both dehydration and mites were applied. Jasmonic
acid is the main hormone involved in the establishment of spider
mite-induced defense responses in plant species (Ament et al.,
2004; Zhurov et al., 2014; Martel et al., 2015; Santamaría et al.,
2017). As expected, many up-regulated genes in both, the mites
and dehydration and mites treated plants, were involved in the
jasmonic acid pathway. At least, a half of the fifty most up-
regulated genes were associated to jasmonic acid response. Many
of them encode defensive proteins such as protease inhibitors and
thionins with putative deterrent effects on herbivores. The actual
role of some of these genes in the defensive mechanism triggered
by jasmonic acid is also supported by their up-regulation in
lines over-expressing the lipoxygenase involved in jasmonate
biosynthesis (Losvik et al., 2017). Furthermore, the DEGs specific
for the dehydration and mites treatment were enriched in
functional categories related to both, biotic and abiotic responses.
These data suggest an extensive remodeling of metabolic
processes when both stresses are combined. This synergistic
response overtakes gene expression adjustment triggered by
individual stresses. Besides, many DEGs suffered a higher
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induction of their expression when mite infestation was done in
dehydration conditions than in well-watered plants. This feature
was previously described (Nguyen et al., 2016a). The expression
of DEGs was higher in Solanum dulcamara plants infested
with the caterpillar Spodoptera exigua in drought conditions.
Authors pointed out a role for secondary defensive metabolites
in controlling other physiological processes. In our dataset, the
defensive molecules thionins were also up-regulated after water
deprivation. If thionins could have a role in dehydration tolerance
or their induction by water deprivation is related to reinforce
cell walls against possible pathogen/pest attacks remains to be
elucidated. The temporal expression patterns of several genes
induced by mites confirmed the stronger gene induction caused
by the synergistic effect of mites and dehydration, which roughly
starts at the same time than that following individual mite stress,
but is maintained at higher levels during more time. On the
contrary, dehydration gene regulation seems to start earlier in the
combined treatment but reaches similar expression levels than
that triggered by the individual dehydration stress.

As the synergistic behavior of dehydration and mites stresses
leads to a broader and higher differential expression than
that caused by individual stresses, the assignment of specific
DEGs to dehydration or mite response was not possible by
comparing individual and combined transcriptomic results.
As an alternative, previous characterization of tomato and
Arabidopsis responses to T. urticae were explored (Zhurov
et al., 2014; Martel et al., 2015). Interpro identifiers were

used to establish if common domains were carried out by the
induced/repressed proteins after mites’ infestation, and then, to
discover dehydration-related domains by comparisons using the
DEGs after dehydration and dehydration and mites treatments.
Although profound divergences were found in the spider mite-
induced responses between tomato and Arabidopsis (Martel
et al., 2015), most barley domains present in proteins regulated
by mite infestation were shared with those reported from tomato
and Arabidopsis. The only barley-specific domain previously
related to plant defense was the Bowman–Birk protease
inhibitory domain, which was absent in the proteins encoded
by the Arabidopsis and tomato genomes, MEROPS database
(Rawlings et al., 2016). When dehydration and dehydration and
mites results were added, a set of 28 Interpro identifiers were
not shared with those from barley, Arabidopsis or tomato mite-
treated plants. Six of them were regulated after both, dehydration
and dehydration and mites treatments. This set includes the
adenylate kinase domain, previously related to drought response
in tomato (Gong et al., 2010). From the other 22 Interpro
identifiers, only found after the dehydration and mites treatment,
the cystatin domain from cysteine protease inhibitor proteins
was reported to be differentially expressed in response to both,
water deprivation and herbivore attack (Diaz-Mendoza et al.,
2016; Martinez et al., 2016); the glutathione synthase domain
is involved in the production of glutathione, which is an
anti-oxidant protective compound with a critical role in plant
resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses (Noctor et al., 2012);

FIGURE 7 | Schematic model summarizing the main effects of dehydration and spider mite treatments. Ovals include information on the variations found in plant
phenotype features and gene expression. Up arrows, down arrows and equal signs mean positive effect, negative effect or no-effect, respectively. Line drawings
show the predicted time course of the expression of defense and drought-related genes, and the performance of the mite throughout the different treatments.
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and the gamma-glutamyl phosphate reductase domain catalyzes
the second step in the biosynthesis of the amino acid proline
from glutamate. Proline is an osmoprotectant and signaling
molecule largely accumulated in response to abiotic stresses, but
also with a role in the response to biotic stresses (Szabados and
Savouré, 2010). These ambiguities remark the difficulties to assign
the Interpro identifiers from the DEGs after combined stresses
specifically to the dehydration or the mite response.

Transcriptomic analyses in barley revealed a stronger
defensive response to the aphid Myzus persicae than to the aphid
Rhopalosiphum padi, which was correlated to the fact that barley
is a good-host of R. padi but a poor-host of M. persicae (Escudero-
Martinez et al., 2017). Likewise, S. exigua performed less well
on S. dulcamara drought-stressed plants than on well-watered
plants, which was correlated to stronger induction of plant
herbivore-induced processes in drought conditions (Nguyen
et al., 2016a). Thus, we will expect a worse performance of
T. urticae in dehydration-stressed plants, since the defensive
response of the plant is considerably higher than in well-watered
conditions. However, mite performance was higher in water-
stressed barley plants, as was previously reported for mites
feeding on drought-stressed tomato plants (Ximénez-Embún
et al., 2016, 2017a,b). Different hypothesis have been postulated
to establish the consequences of drought stress on herbivore
performance. In particular, the “plant stress hypothesis” states
that drought causes the plant to have a higher nutritional value
for herbivores, and the “plant vigor hypothesis” associates a
reduction in growth and an increase in defense compounds
caused by drought to a lower suitability for herbivores’ feeding
(White, 2009). In maize, simultaneous soil drought and T. urticae
infestation elevates the amount of proteins that enable maize to
maintain the efficiency of photosynthesis and metabolism, as well
as to protect its cells against metabolic injuries (Dworak et al.,
2016). Besides, drought increases the improved nutritional value
of tomato leaves by accumulating free amino acid and sugars,
and altering hormonal balance (Ximénez-Embún et al., 2016,
2017b). In transgenic barley plants overexpressing the cysteine
protease HvPap-1, a higher susceptibility to T. urticae correlated
with a higher induction of protease inhibitors (Diaz-Mendoza
et al., 2017). These findings suggest a mixed scenario where mite
performance depends on an optimal balance of nutrients in the
plant and its adaptation to plant defense compounds (Gutbrodt
et al., 2011). In barley, drought effects on nutrients availability
could be stimulating mite feeding, which would provoke a
strong induction of plant defenses. However, the accumulation
of proteins potentially required to resist the biotic attack
would not be enough to increase plant resistance. Population
dynamics supports this hypothesis, as total mite population
showed temporal variations caused by the developmental cycle.
In T. urticae, local mate competition conditioned sex-allocation

strategies and favors female-biased sex ratios (Macke et al.,
2011). Under dehydration conditions, higher mite populations
are correlated to an elevated ratio of eggs, which are mostly
fertilized to produce females to favor a quick increment of
the population to take advantage of higher nutrient availability.
In well-watered conditions, peaks of females and eggs ratios
are temporally more distant, suggesting a larger developmental
cycle and a slower increment of the mite population. Figure 7
summarizes the main findings of this work. These findings
highlight the striking differential behavior of both, the barley
plant and the spider mite, depending on the watered state of the
plant.

CONCLUSION

Results demonstrate the enhanced performance of spider mite
in barley under water deficit conditions. Unexpectedly, this
behavior was concomitant to an apparent higher up-regulation
of mite-induced defenses, which expression patterns were earlier
modified than that related to dehydration tolerance signaling
pathways. Thus, a stronger transcriptomic effort to manage
an herbivore-stress should not be directly correlated to a
higher plant resistance. Complex signaling networks leading to
metabolic alterations affected by combined stresses should be in
the focus to really understand and predict the consequences of
actual stresses in crop production.
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